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Abstract. This paper presents a new interface technique called synchronous charge extraction and
voltage inversion (SCEVI), which consists of a synchronous inductor and a buck-boost converter
for vibration-based energy harvesting using piezoelectric elements. The theoretical calculation of
the harvested power obtained by using such a technique are proposed and compared with the
so-called Standard, SECE (Synchronous Electric Charge Extraction), Parallel-SSHI (Parallel
Synchronized Switch Harvesting on Inductor) and Series-SSHI (Series Synchronized Switch
Harvesting on Inductor) methods commonly used in piezoelectric vibration-powered generator
considering both constant displacement amplitude and force amplitude. From the harvested power
point of view, SCEVI and Parallel – SSHI techniques are the better ones and each has its own
merits. But the harvested power of SCEVI is independent of the load connected to the generator
and Parallel – SSHI depend on the load resistance. The harvested power of SECE is also
independent of the load, but the further experimental results show that the proposed SCEVI
interface technique dramatically increases the harvested power by almost up to 150 % compared
with the SECE method under the same amplitude of displacement excitation.
Keywords: energy harvesting, piezoelectric generator, interface circuit, vibration to electricity
conversion.
1. Introduction
Energy harvesting is the energy conversion process by which usable electrical energy is
harvested from various ambient energy sources, such as solar power, thermal energy, wind energy,
noise, and vibration. The harvesting of mechanical energy in the form of vibration is known to be
a very promising approach since vibrations are easily found in almost all kinds of civil structures,
machineries and systems with moving parts. Among the energy conversion principles to convert
mechanical strain into electrical energy, piezoelectricity has been recognized as one of the most
effective and practical ways. The research in vibration-based energy harvesting using piezoelectric
materials has received significant attention over the past decades with the overarching goal of
eliminating or reducing the dependence of external power sources or batteries to power remotely
operated devices. Battery-powered wireless sensors can be troublesome owe to the limited lifespan,
irregular recharging or batteries dying without warning and replacement cost of batteries,
especially when the sensors are installed in remote locations. The goal of the research in
vibration-based energy harvesting is to provide electrical energy for such systems by collecting
ambient, otherwise wasted, energy in their environment. With such self-powered capabilities,
these devices and sensors can operate in an uninterrupted fashion over prolonged periods of time.
The advances in wireless electrical devices, such as wireless sensors and actuators, as well as
advances in technologies that make it possible to fabricate such devices at ever smaller sizes have
also provided most of the impetus for the rapid growth of the vibration-based energy harvesting
field.
Vibration-based Energy Harvesting investigation has received increased attention as regards
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to improve its performance [1-14], mainly with endeavors in the following varieties: new materials
with larger electromechanical coupling, alternative system configurations, and methods of power
storage and optimal placement of piezoelectric material. However, since a piezoelectric element
subjected to a vibration generates an alternating voltage across electrodes, it is essential to design
an interface circuit which converts the alternating current to direct one. Thus, to enhance the
electromechanical conversion and an optimal harvested power, the properties of an interface
circuit are also important, this problem has been the subject of considerable interest in recent years
[9, 10, 12, 15-19]. Several classical interface circuits including Standard, SECE (Synchronous
Electric Charge Extraction), Parallel-SSHI (Parallel Synchronized Switch Harvesting on
Inductor), and Series-SSHI (Series Synchronized Switch Harvesting on Inductor) techniques are
developed in recent years [4, 8, 20, 21]. Among these four classical circuits, Parallel-SSHI
technique has the most significant harvested power when its load is optimized. Series-SSHI has a
slightly less harvested power compared with Parallel-SSHI. The merit of SECE technique is that
its harvested power is independent of its connecting load.
This paper presents a new interface circuit architecture named SCEVI (Synchronous Charge
Extraction and Voltage Inversion) mainly composed of a synchronous inductor and a buck-boost
converter. From the harvested power point of view, SCEVI and Parallel – SSHI techniques are
the better ones and each has its own merits. But the harvested power of SCEVI is independent of
the load connected to the generator and Parallel – SSHI depend on the load resistance. The paper
is organized as follows. Section 2 exposes a simple electromechanical model to analyze the
behavior of the generator. Section 3 expounds the schematic and the working process of SCEVI
generator and deduces theoretical harvested powers considering constant displacement amplitude
and constant force amplitude. The experimental measurements are carried out to present a
comparison between the harvested powers of Standard, SECE, Series-SSHI, Parallel-SSHI and
SCEVI techniques when the piezoelectric generator is driven with constant displacement
amplitude in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Electromechanical model
The mechanical and electrical variables of the harvesting system are related by the
electromechanical model. Varieties of models of diverse complexity, including lumped- parameter
models [4, 16], Rayleigh-Ritz type approximate distributed parameter models [22] as well as
numerically distributed parameter FE solution attempts [1, 6]. Lumped parameter model has
limited degrees of freedom, but distributed parameter model has infinite degrees of freedom. The
former is widely used because of its simplicity and good accuracy, while the latter has higher
accuracy but somewhat complicated. In this paper, lumped parameter model is adopted and the
mechanical structure bonded with piezoelectric elements can be simply modeled by the
‘mass + piezo + spring + damper’ model which has only one degree of freedom. This model shown
in Fig. 1 gives a good description of a vibrational structure when the piezoelectric generator is
vibrating near its resonance frequency [4].

Fig. 1. Electromechanical model of the piezoelectric energy harvesting system

The dynamic equilibrium of the system can be expressed by:
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where is the equivalent rigid mass, is the mechanical loss coefficient,
is the equivalent
stiffness of the mechanical structure when piezoelectric elements are short-circuited, is the rigid
mass displacement, and ∑ is the sum of external forces applied to the equivalent rigid mass,
produced by piezoelectric elements and the force produced by external
including the force
excitation.
The standard piezoelectric equations linking the stress , the strain , the electric field
intensity and the electric displacement are given in Eq. (2):
−
+

=
=

,
,
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where
is elastic rigidity of the piezoelectric elements when it is short-circuited,
is clamped permittivity.
piezoelectric stress constant and
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where and are respectively the section and the thickness of the piezoelectric elements, and
are respectively the outgoing current and the voltage across the electrodes of the piezoelectric
elements. Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) yields:
=
=

+
−

,

(4)

,

is the stiffness of the piezoelectric elements when it is short-circuited,
where
clamped capacitance, and is the force factor. Their expressions are given in Eq. (5):
=

,

=

,

=

is the
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.

Since the rigid mass undergoes the actions of both external force resulting from the
due to the piezoelectric
mechanical excitation applied on the structure and counter-acting force
elements, the relation = − is obtained. From Eqs. (4), (1), (6) can be obtained:
+

+

+

(6)

= ,

where
=
+ ,
is the global stiffness when the piezoelectric elements are
short-circuited. The energy conversion equation, which is shown in Eq. (7), can be obtained by
multiplying both sides of Eq. (6) by the velocity and integrating over the time variable:
=

1
2

+

1
2

+

+

.

(7)

, potential
It can be seen that the input energy
is divided into kinetic energy 1⁄2
energy 1⁄2
, mechanical losses
and converted energy
. The aim of the
harvesting system is to make the value of converted energy as large as possible. Eq. (8) is obtained
by multiplying both sides of Eq. (4) by the voltage and integrating over the time variable . It
can be seen that the converted energy is the sum of electrostatic energy stored on the capacitor
and the energy delivered to the electric circuit connected to the electrodes of piezoelectric
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elements:
=

1
2

+

(8)

.

The global electromechanical coupling factor as a function of ,
and
is given in
Eq. (9). It indicates the ability of energy conversion between the mechanical energy and electrical
energy. The larger the global electromechanical coupling factor, the higher the energy conversion
efficiency:
=

+

(9)

.

3. Theoretical development
This section aims to explain the principle of SCEVI technique. The theoretical performance of
the present interface circuit and the so-called Standard, SECE, Parallel-SSHI and Series-SSHI
methods commonly used in piezoelectric vibration-powered generator are compared in two
different cases of operation: the power generator is respectively driven with a constant force
amplitude and a constant displacement one.
3.1. The schematic and working process of SCEVI circuit
oscillation circuit
The schematic of SCEVI technique is shown in Fig. 2. It includes the
consisted of piezoelectric patches, inductance and switch , the full wave rectifier bridge
consisted of four diodes, and the buck-boost converter consisted of inductance , switch ,
and smoothing capacitor . The external load is replaced by an equivalent
fly-wheel diode
resistor . It is obvious that the architecture of this new technique combines the SECE with
Parallel-SSHI technique. It is worth noting that it also combines the advantages of both SECE and
Parallel-SSHI technique which will be explained below.

Fig. 2. The SCEVI interface circuit

SCEVI technique harvests energy twice in each mechanical vibration period. Each process can
be divided into three stages of energy extraction, voltage inversion and open circuit. The vibration
displacement , the waveforms of and the control signal , are shown in Fig. 3. The switch
( = 1, 2) is closed when si is high level and the switch is opened when si is low level. The
detailed course of the three stages is introduced by taking the time interval [ , + /2] as an
example.
3.1.1. Energy extraction
and the voltage of
At instant , the mechanical displacement reaches its maxima
piezoelectric elements reaches its peak value too. Then switch is turned on and the electrical
energy stored in the piezoelectric element is delivered to the inductor . The voltage decreases
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with the transfer of electrical energy. When drops to a supposed voltage , the extraction
instants are re-triggered and switch should be turned off. Then the energy stored in the inductor
is transferred to the smoothing capacitor and the load
through the fly-wheel diode .
The harvested power of SCEVI technique in this phase is given in Eq. (10), where is the
efficiency of the buck-boost converter:
=

1
2

−

1
2

(10)

⋅ .

Fig. 3. Theoretical waveforms of the SCEVI circuit

3.1.2. Voltage inversion
is
Once switch is opened, switch is closed. Hence, an oscillating electrical circuit
is opened after a half oscillation period, leading to a
constructed. The switch
quasi-instantaneous voltage inversion. However, the voltage inversion is not ideal, implying that
there are small energy losses which are mainly due to the inner resistance of the oscillating
electrical circuit during this phase. The relation between the voltages of the piezoelectric element
and
, respectively) is expressed as following
before and after the inversion process (
equations:
=−
, (0 ≤
/
=
,

(11)
(12)

≤ 1),

where represents the inversion factor, and
oscillator.

is the electrical quality factor of the electrical

3.1.3. Open circuit
In the open circuit case, the switch is turned off and the output current becomes zero.
Eq. (13) represents the relationship between the mechanical speed and the voltage derivative. As
the mechanical displacement moves in the negative direction, the voltage of the piezoelectric
elements decreases. The voltage reaches its negative peak value – when displacement moves
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to minima –
at instant + /2 . Thus, Eq. (14) linking the voltage
and
to the
can be derived by integrating Eq. (13) respect to the time between
displacement amplitude
the interval [ , ]:
=

(13)

,

+

=

2

(14)

.

In order to simplify the harvested power expression, an intermediate variable
of which definition is given in Eq. (15):
, (0 ≤

=

is introduced,

(15)

≤ 1).

The case = 0 means all the energy stored on the piezoelectric elements is transferred into
and SCEVI technique degenerates to SECE technique in this case. The case
the inductor
= 1 means no energy is extracted and the harvested power of SCEVI is zero. The case
0 < < 1 means a part of the electrical energy is transferred.
given in Eq. (16) during a semi pseudo-period can be derived from
The harvested energy
Eqs. (10)-(14):
=

2

⋅

1−
(1 −

)

(16)

⋅ .

Thus the average harvested power of SCEVI technique is:
=

=

⁄2

2

⋅

1−
(1 −

)

⋅ .

(17)

3.2. The harvested power of SCEVI technique
When the energy harvesting system does not work on its resonance frequency or the
electromechanical coupling is weak, the displacement amplitude will remain constant because the
harvested energy of interface circuit can be neglected compared to the input energy of external
excitation. However, the harvested energy of interface circuit cannot be neglected when the system
resonates with external excitation and the electromechanical coupling is strong, which makes the
vibration displacement amplitude smaller, and thus the condition of constant displacement
amplitude is no longer satisfied for. Therefore, the harvested powers when the piezoelectric
generator is driven with both constant displacement amplitude and constant force amplitude will
be discussed in the following sections respectively.
3.2.1. Constant displacement amplitude
This section aims to describe the behavior of the SCEVI technique with the assumption that
the structure has constant vibration amplitude
. Obviously, the expression of average harvested
⁄ = 0 , the optimal and the
power
given in Eq. (17) is a function of . From
corresponding maximum harvested power can be respectively expressed in Eq. (18) and Eq. (19):
(18)

= ,
=
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(1 −

)

⋅ .
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Ignoring the resistance of
functional relationship between
followings:
= cos
If

,

∈ 0,

2

oscillation circuit and the voltage drop of rectifier bridge, the
can be expressed as
and the triggering time of switch

is equal to , then the optimal triggering time

= cos

⋅

(20)

.
of switch

is given in Eq. (21):
(21)

.

Once the switch is closed, the switch is opened immediately. The switch-on time
circuit, yields:
equal to a half oscillation period of
=

is
(22)

.

Similar to SECE technique, the energy extraction of SCEVI technique occurs at the extremes
of vibration displacement. However, SCEVI technique only transfer part electrical energy into the
and the remaining energy is used to invert the voltage by
oscillation circuit,
inductor
while SECE harvests total one. This inversion feature is similar to that of Parallel-SSHI technique.
In a certain sense, SCEVI technique could be thought as a synthesis of SECE and Parallel-SSHI
technique.
In order to make a comparison among the Standard, SECE, Serial-SSHI, Parallel-SSHI and
SCEVI techniques, the theoretical harvested powers of these techniques when the piezoelectric
are summarized in Table 1. In
generator is driven with the constant displacement magnitude
is the optimal load resistance.
is the maximum harvested power when the
this table,
load equates
. The harvested power expressions consider the energy conversion efficiency of
the buck-boost converter and the energy losses during the voltage inversion, but the power loss of
rectifier bridge diodes is not taken into consideration.
Table 1. The maximum harvested powers of interface circuits
(driven with constant displacement amplitude)
Interface circuits
1
1
4
Standard
⋅
⋅
2
2
(2
+ )
SECE
Parallel-SSHI
Series-SSHI
SCEVI

2
4
[(1 − )
+ ]
4
(1 + )
[ (1 − ) + 2
(1 + )]
2
⋅
1−

2 ⋅

Uncorrelated

1
⋅
1−
1+
⋅
2(1 − )
2
⋅
1−

1
⋅
1−
1−
⋅
2(1 + )
Uncorrelated

To compare the performance of the aforementioned five kinds of circuits, we vary the load
resistance and plot the theoretical harvested powers as a function of the load resistance in Fig. 4.
The system parameters given in Table 2 are used in the theoretical simulations.
Fig. 4 shows that only the harvested powers using the SECE technique and the present SCEVI
one are independent from the load value. Nevertheless, the power output of SCEVI technique is
higher than that of the SECE technique. The maximal harvested power in the Parallel-SSHI case
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depends on the load value and the load value needs to be tuned to maximize the harvested power.
The maximal harvested power in the Parallel-SSHI case is roughly equal to that of SCEVI, but
SCEVI technique operates on a wide load range, whereas the Parallel-SSHI technique is limited
in terms of load. Overall considering the harvested power and load, the SCEVI technique
outperforms the aforementioned four kinds of interface circuits.
Table 2. The parameters of the system
Physical meaning
Symbol
The first-order resonance frequency
Clamped capacitance of the piezoelectric element
Force factor
Mechanical vibration displacement amplitude
Flip coefficient of oscillation circuit of
Conversion efficiency of the buck-boost converter
Centrifugal force amplitude
Equivalent stiffness of the system
Equivalent damping of the system

Value
50 Hz
51 nF
0.93 mN/V
0.3 mm
0.5
0.65
0.04 N
4000 N/m
0.5 N/(m∙s)

Fig. 4. The theoretical harvested powers as a function of the load resistance
(driven with constant displacement amplitude)

3.2.2. Constant driving force amplitude
Taking a semi-period [ , + /2] (as shown in Fig. 3) for example, due to the energy
balanceth, mechanical energy provided to the system by driving force with constant amplitude
and the dissipated energy of
is equal to the sum of the mechanical losses, the harvested energy
interface circuit . This energy balance relation is given in Eq. (23). The dissipated energy of
interface circuit during a semi-period includes two parts, one of which is the energy dissipated by
the switch and the other one is the energy losses of the buck-boost converter. The expression
of dissipated energy is given in Eq. (24):
/

/

=
=

1
2

−

1
2

+
+

1
2

+
−

1
2

(23)

,
⋅ (1 − ).

(24)

The expression of the energy balance given in Eq. (23) can be simplified with the assumptions
that the displacement and the force remain sinusoidal. At the resonance frequency, the ratio
to the force magnitude
reaches a maximum. Thus, Eqs. (25)
of the displacement amplitude
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and (26) can be obtained:
/

=

(25)

,

2

/

=

(26)

.

2

From Eqs. (23)-(26), the displacement amplitude
force can be expressed as Eq. (27):
=
+

4

⋅

under the condition of constant driving

.

1−
(1 −

(27)

)

Substituting Eq. (27) into Eq. (17) yields the harvested power expression of SCEVI technique:
2

=
⋅

(1 −
1−

)

+

16

⋅
(1 −
)
⋅
(1 − ) (1 −

)

+8

⋅

1−
1−

.

(28)

The harvested power of SCEVI technique as a function of and
can be obtained from
Eqs. (9) and (28). This function is illustrated in Fig. 5. The bold line corresponds to the maximum
harvested power curves.

Fig. 5. The theoretical harvested power of SCEVI technique as a function of
(constant force amplitude)

and

It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the harvested power of SCEVI technique first increases and then
decreases with the increase of electromechanical coupling factor. This behavior can be well
interpreted from Eqs. (9) and (27). In the weak electromechanical coupling domain, the
tends to decrease as the electromechanical coupling factor increases.
displacement amplitude
Before the electromechanical coupling factor reach an exclusive value, the harvested power
increases with the electromechanical coupling factor increases. But in the strong
electromechanical couplings domain, the damping effect is significant. Since the external driving
force has constant amplitude, the mechanical power received by the structure may be lower than
the one in the weak coupling domain because of a strong displacement amplitude reduction, thus,
in this domain the harvested power may decrease when the electromechanical coupling factor
increases.
using each technique are
The theoretical maximum harvested powers as a function of
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plotted in Fig. 6 (partial enlarged drawing is shown in Fig. 7). The Standard, Series-SSHI and
Parallel-SSHI interfaces can avoid a significant displacement amplitude reduction by adjusting
the value of load resistive. Obviously, whether or not relative to the load resistive results in the
phenomenon that the theoretical harvested powers of Standard, Series-SSHI and Parallel-SSHI
interfaces tend to gradually increase and then become saturated, and those of SECE and SCEVI
first increase and then decrease. It can be seen that the SCEVI interface are the most effective
technique in the weak coupling domain.

Fig. 6. The maximum theoretical harvested powers as a function of
(driven with constant force amplitude)

Fig. 7. Partial enlarged drawing of Fig. 6

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental setup
As shown in Fig. 8, the mechanical part of the experimental setup is a cantilever beam. There
are four PZT patches by 30×30×0.5 mm3 bonded on the cantilever surface. These PZT patches,
which are in turnconnected in parallel, are placed to the vicinity of the clamped end where the
strain is maximum for the first flexural mode of the experimental setup. The first order resonance
frequency of the energy harvesting system is 49.8 Hz. A 49.8 Hz sine signal outputted by a signal
generator is amplified by a power amplifier and then drives an electromagnet to make the beam
free-end to vibrate. The cantilever free-end displacement is measured with a laser displacement
sensor. The sensor outputs an electrical signal which is proportional to the beam free-end
displacement. The electrical signal, an analog signal, is converted to a digital signal by the A/D
module. The microcontroller ATmega16 is used to generate the control signals. The extremes of
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the digital signal are detected by the software program. Once the extremes are detected, the control
signals and of the interface circuit can be generated. The parameters of the system are listed
in Table 2 and Table 3.

Fig. 8. Experimental setup
Table 3. Parameters of the energy harvesting system
Physical meaning
Symbol
Open circuit piezoelectric voltage to the beam free-end displacement ratio
Inductor
Inductor
The voltage drop of diode in the rectifier bridge

Value
18.2 V/mm
20 mH
100 mH
0.25 V

4.2. Experimental results
The experimental waveforms of the SCEVI technique is shown in Fig. 9 where is the
displacement of the cantilever free-end, and represent the outgoing current and the voltage
across the electrodes of the piezoelectric elements respectively. The partial enlarged drawing at
the instant 0.01 s is also shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen from Fig. 3 and Fig. 9 that the experimental
waveforms are in complete accord with the theoretical ones.

Fig. 9. Experimental waveforms of the SCEVI technique

The harvested power as a function of the conduction time of switch can be obtained from
Eqs. (17) and (20). Their theoretical and experimental results under the circumstance of constant
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displacement amplitude are shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the experimental waveform is
similar to theoretical waveform but slightly smaller, the main reason is that the theoretical
calculation does not take the power losses of diode bridge rectifier into account.

Fig. 10. The harvested power of SCEVI technique as a function of the switch

on-time

Lastly, the experimental measurements are carried out to present a comparison between the
Standard, SECE, Series-SSHI, Parallel-SSHI and SCEVI techniques when the generator is driven
with constant displacement amplitude. The vibration displacement amplitude is 0.3 mm and the
corresponding open circuit voltage of PZT patches is 6 V. Under this condition the experimental
comparison results are depicted in Fig. 11 and the theoretical comparison results have been given
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 11. The experimental harvested powers as a function of the load resistance
when the generator is driven with constant displacement amplitude

By comparing Fig. 4 and Fig. 11, it can be seen that the experimental harvested powers is
slightly smaller than the theoretical ones, which is mainly due to the theoretical calculation does
not consider the power losses of diode bridge rectifier. In Fig. 11, the harvested powers of SECE
and SCEVI techniques first increases and then decreases with the increase of load resistance. This
phenomenon is different from the theoretical prediction due to the impedance of the measuring
instruments being not large enough. For lower load resistance, higher current values through the
inductor increase resistive losses. While for higher load resistance, the parallel leakage resistor of
the smoothing capacitor produces a non-negligible effect on the real resistive load.
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5. Conclusions
The research on the piezoelectric energy harvesting system which can convert ambient
vibrational energy to electrical energy has attracted widespread attention of scholars in recent
years. As an essential component, the interface circuits play a vital role to improve the harvested
power. Several techniques including Standard, SECE, SSHI, DSSH, and ESSH and so on are
developed to make the harvested power as large as possible. In this paper, a new technique called
SCEVI is designed and its theoretical harvested power is calculated considering the constant
displacement amplitude and force amplitude respectively. Theoretical results show that the
harvested power of SCEVI technique and the maximum harvested power of Parallel-SSHI are
approximately the same level, and the load resistance has a major impact on the harvested power
of Parallel-SSHI but little on SCEVI. The harvested power of SECE is also independent of the
load, but the further experimental results show that the proposed SCEVI interface technique
dramatically increases the harvested power by almost up to 150 % compared with the SECE
method under the same vibration condition. The experimental results also demonstrate that the
harvested power of SCEVI is only slightly smaller than that of Parallel-SSHI. Overall considering
the harvested power and load, the SCEVI technique outperforms the aforementioned four kinds
of interface circuits.
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